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                We combine technology with global expertise to solve any real estate challenge. Let us know what you're interested in and we'll get back to you shortly. 
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                With over 10,000 experts across the globe, we're ready to help you buy, build, occupy, and invest in commercial real estate assets.
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                    Workforce Preferences Barometer 2022

                    Exploring new employee expectations and how employers can support their people in the new hybrid world
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                    The rise of metaverse real estate

                    Metaverse is driving a hyper-connected, digital interaction-led transformation with increased interest to invest in virtual real estate.
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                    Asia Pacific Capital Tracker 4Q2021

                    Get more insights on the capital trends as well as the sector highlights in our latest capital tracker.
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                    Are volatile lumber prices slowing mass timber’s rise?

                    Projects using the sustainable construction material largely remain on track.
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                    How sports venues keep the lights on after game day

                    Experts affirm that sports stadiums serve as catalysts, propelling the success of mixed-use developments in urban neighborhoods
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                    Logistics & industrial: A comprehensive leasing guide

                    Gain valuable insights to navigate your leasing journey with ease
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                    What next for real estate investors after Japan’s historic rate hike?

                    First interest rate hike since 2007 could alter investment strategies in coming years
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                    Artificial Intelligence: Real Estate Revolution or Evolution?

                    Our latest research report examines the implications of AI for real estate and provides insights into how investor and occupier AI strategies will transform to shape the future of real estate
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                    AI is here. How can real estate navigate the risks and stay ahead?

                    Our research explores how companies can effectively manage risks associated with the adoption of AI tools for real estate.
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                    Hotel investment in the Alps heats up

                    Climate change is driving record transaction levels in high-altitude, luxury hotels
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                    Why data centers could hit obsolescence sooner than you think

                    AI and emerging technologies risk leaving current projects short of power
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                    Liquid cooling enters the mainstream in data centers

                    Data center operators are swapping air cooling for liquid cooling as rack densities climb
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                    How sustainability-conscious tenants are assessing new space

                    In the race for green space, seven criteria feature strongly in site selection
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                    Why proptech became an inclusivity bright spot

                    Female-run firms could signal a change for lagging real estate industry
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                    Why real estate investors are turning to Singapore retail

                    Retail investment activity heats up amid rental growth potential and lower priced assets
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                    Australia GDP Data Release Q4 2023

                    Economic growth slows as expected in Q4 2023
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                    How sustainability-conscious tenants are assessing new space

                    In the race for green space, seven criteria feature strongly in site selection
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                    Rethinking industrial footprints: why occupiers are shifting strategies

                     Companies embrace strategic consolidation, to drive efficiencies amid rising real estate costs
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                    Getting data centers ready for the AI boom

                    With the rapid improvements in AI capabilities, are data centers doing enough to keep pace?
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                    Why mentoring is on the rise

                    Firms are targeting greater employee engagement and performance
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                    How warehouses took on sustainable, employee-centric design

                    In this Trends & Insights episode, discover how warehouses in some countries are setting new benchmarks
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                    PODCAST: How AI is revolutionizing commercial real estate

                    In this Trends & Insights episode, discover how new technologies are reshaping an industry
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                    Breaking the sound barrier: The impact of office noise on the working day

                    Poor acoustics and a lack of privacy are affecting employee concentration
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                    How AI is influencing facilities management

                    Predictive technology is driving down costs, supporting sustainability goals
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                    Can the sustainability tech boom help decarbonize real estate?

                    More companies are prioritizing sustainability tech but face challenges implementing it
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                    Unlocking creative potential – the science behind getting our best work done

                    Innovation requires change. And all change requires creativity.
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                    How life sciences companies are addressing Scope 3 emissions

                    Learn how life sciences companies tackle Scope 3 emissions and drive sustainability goals to mitigate climate change impacts and create a more sustainable future.
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                    What next for real estate investors after Japan’s historic rate hike?

                    First interest rate hike since 2007 could alter investment strategies in coming years
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                    Hotel investment in the Alps heats up

                    Climate change is driving record transaction levels in high-altitude, luxury hotels
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                    Why data centers could hit obsolescence sooner than you think

                    AI and emerging technologies risk leaving current projects short of power
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                    Why proptech became an inclusivity bright spot

                    Female-run firms could signal a change for lagging real estate industry
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                    Why real estate investors are turning to Singapore retail

                    Retail investment activity heats up amid rental growth potential and lower priced assets
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                    Can real estate transition funds get older buildings up to scratch?

                    Retrofitting momentum is increasing but there’s a long road ahead for brown-to-green building transitions
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                    Hotel brands check into new verticals

                    Hotel companies are seeking fresh revenue streams from bespoke experiences and strategic partnerships
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                    Offices a tale of the very best and the rest

                    While investors grapple with new occupier demands and development challenges, the greatest opportunity of the next 10 years is unfolding
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                    PODCAST: Why navigating building regulations is getting harder

                    Industry experts delve into navigating regulations, penalties, and strategies
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                    PODCAST: Can parking keep up with the changing city?

                    Whether you call them car parks or parking lots, technology is making them smarter
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                    We provide residential services in every city and community.  Access real market insights.  Have your property managed or valued.
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                    Warehousing strategies in focus amid Suez Canal disruption

                    Disrupted supply chains are testing resilience and raising more questions
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                    How sports venues keep the lights on after game day

                    Experts affirm that sports stadiums serve as catalysts, propelling the success of mixed-use developments in urban neighborhoods
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                    PODCAST: How businesses are tackling climate change naturally

                    WWF and JLL experts delve into harnessing nature's power in the built environment
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                    PODCAST: What’s in store for 2024?

                    Hear about the potential risks and opportunities ahead in this Trends & Insights podcast
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                    How next-generation real estate projects are shaping cities

                    Cutting-edge developments are delivering smarter, greener, more human-centric cities
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                    How are cities responding to the growing risks of extreme weather?

                    Weather events are becoming more unpredictable, more intense and more damaging
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                    PODCAST: How the race to build EV infrastructure is picking up speed

                    In this Trends & Insights episode, experts explore the pain points and promises of escalating electric vehicle demand
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                    How urban greening projects are underpinning sustainable cities

                    Initiatives to increase green space and improve biodiversity are part of a more holistic sustainability agenda looking beyond decarbonization
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                    Cities brace for shortage of net-zero carbon office stock

                    A new ranking reveals an undersupply of net zero-carbon-ready office stock in Asia Pacific amid changing occupier expectations
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                    Scramble for AI talent puts cities in the spotlight

                    Companies hoping to bridge the AI skills gap are looking for the best locations
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                    How technology is shaping banks’ office strategies

                    Artificial intelligence and the war for talent are driving new real estate priorities
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                    How government initiatives are impacting data centers

                    New regulations are helping countries better manage sustainable data center development
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                    How microgrids are powering greener, more resilient real estate

                    Decentralized and clean energy systems bring cost and environmental benefits
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                    Logistics & industrial: A comprehensive leasing guide

                    Gain valuable insights to navigate your leasing journey with ease
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                    Maximising real estate portfolio values in a time of change

                    Discover how investors can adapt and capitalise on the changing market landscape to grow the value of their portfolios in this comprehensive report.
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                    Artificial Intelligence: Real Estate Revolution or Evolution?

                    Our latest research report examines the implications of AI for real estate and provides insights into how investor and occupier AI strategies will transform to shape the future of real estate
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